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Abstract

Recent state-of-the-art anomaly detection algorithms mainly adopt generative mod-1

els or approaches based on deep one-class classification. These approaches have2

hyperparameters to balance the adversarial framework of the generative adversarial3

network and to determine the decision boundary of the classifier. Both methods4

show good performance, but their performance suffers from hyperparameter sen-5

sitivity. A new category of anomaly detection methods has been proposed that6

utilizes prior knowledge about abnormal data or pretrained features, but it is more7

generic not to use such side information. In this study, we propose “Multi-Level8

Masking and Restoration with Refinement (MMRR)”, an unsupervised-learning-9

based anomaly detection method based on a generative model that overcomes10

hyperparameter sensitivity and the need for side information. MMRR learns the11

salient features of normal data distributions through restoration from restricted12

information via masking, resulting in a better restoration of in-distribution data than13

out-of-distribution data. To overcome hyperparameter sensitivity, we ensemble14

restoration results from information restricted to predefined multiple levels instead15

of finding a single optimal restriction level, and propose a novel mask generation16

and refinement method to achieve hyperparameter robustness. Extensive exper-17

imental evaluation on common benchmarks (i.e., MNIST, FMNIST, CIFAR10,18

MVTecAD) demonstrates the efficacy of the MMRR.19

1 Introduction20

Anomaly detection tackles the problem of detecting abnormal data with a distribution that is signifi-21

cantly different from normal data. It is an important task that enables machine learning algorithms22

to cope with unexpected distribution in real-word tasks such as self-driving or medical imaging.23

Anomaly detection problems are formulated assuming the unavailability of abnormal data during the24

training process; therefore, anomaly detection models cannot be trained for the original purpose of25

anomaly detection. With same context, it is impossible to validate in advance whether a proposed26

model performs anomaly detection well during the training process. This means that even if the27

anomaly detection ability of the model is significantly affected by the hyperparameter values, it is28

impossible to find the optimal hyperparameter value through validation. Therefore, a method with a29

robust anomaly detection performance is necessary that does not include hyperparameters that have a30

significant influence on anomaly detection performance.31

Three deep-learning-based leading strategies have been proposed to solve anomaly detection. The32

first is using methods based on generative model which perform anomaly detection based on the33

efficiency of the proposed generative models in restoring data. Early generative-model-based methods34

failed in the anomaly detection task owing to the good generalization capability of the autoencoder35

[37, 2]. Furthermore, to solve this problem, many studies [39, 36, 1, 8, 30, 31] inspired by generative36
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adversarial networks (GANs) [15] have attempted to create autoencoders that can only restore normal37

data by limiting the generalization capability using an adversarial concept. The second leading38

strategy is using deep one class classification methods [20, 35, 16, 21], which try to find the smallest39

hypersphere surrounding only normal data in unsupervised manner. However, generative model-based40

methods that try to restore only normal data well and deep one class classification methods that41

try to find hypersphere surrounding only normal data have hyperparameters that have a significant42

impact on anomaly detection performance. We define hyperparameter sensitivity problem as having43

hyperparameters that significantly affect performance even in the nature of the anomaly detection44

field where abnormal data is not available.45

The third leading strategy is using side-information-based methods, which utilize prior knowledge46

about the difference between normal data and abnormal data [17, 13, 12, 18, 3, 41, 45, 25, 47] or47

utilize features [4, 28, 38, 5, 33] obtained from pretrained networks. Side-information based methods48

have shown good performance on many benchmark datasets, but it is not common to know side49

informations that can help distinguish normal data from abnormal data. In addition, these methods50

suffer from massive performace degradation in a setting where used side information is not applied51

well.52

In this paper, we propose a novel method, Multi-Level Masking and Restoration with Refinement53

(MMRR) that does not use side information, is based on a generative model, and avoids the hyperpa-54

rameter sensitivity problem. The motivation behind our proposed method is that a network trained55

to restore normal data from limited information about normal data will learn the salient features of56

normal data. So that restoration from limited information succeeds for normal data and fails for57

abnormal data, which makes it possible to perform anomaly detection in terms of restoration. To this58

end, our method consists of the following two key components. First, masking, which is a process59

that uses a mask to obtain restricted information by restricting the remaining information except for60

the parts essential for restoration. Second, restoration, which is the process of restoring original data61

by using only the restricted information obtained through masking.62

For MMRR to perform anomaly detection, it is necessary to find the optimal masking level that63

causes normal data to be restored successfully and restoration of abnormal data to fail: masking level64

is the degree to which the mask limits information. However, to avoid the hyperparameter sensitivity65

problem caused by the absence of abnormal data during training, we detected anomalies through66

ensembles at multiple masking levels rather than finding a single optimal masking level. Our novel67

mask generation method made it possible to ensemble at multiple masking levels by enabling the68

manual control of the masking level of the mask, which eliminated the need for adversarial loss. In69

addition, our mask generation method made the mask learnable such that the mask most helpful for70

restoration at the corresponding masking level was generated, which led to better anomaly detection71

performance.72

However, our masking method compares the degree of restoration at the same masking level without73

considering the complexity of each data. Therefore, masking and restoration alone often restores74

simple abnormal data better compared with complex normal data, in which case anomaly detection75

fails. To solve this problem, we propose an additional refinement process that eliminates the difference76

in restoration caused by the difference in data complexity. Our contributions are as follows:77

• Hyperparameter robustness and Prior knowledge-free. We resolve the hyperparameter sensi-78

tivity problem that previous studies had overlooked with the proposed Multi-Level Masking and79

Restoration. Also, we have empirically shown through experiments that Multi-Level Masking is80

robust to hyperparameters. Furthermore, our method doesn’t need any prior knowledge.81

• Experiments on benchmark datasets. Unlike existing studies, MMRR does not strive to obtain82

optimal anomaly detection by solving the hyperparameter sensitivity problem. Nevertheless,83

we introduced Refinement Network considering the intrinsic complexity of data, and obtained84

comparable performance to SOTA approaches.85

2 Related Works86

Classical methods proposed to solve anomaly detection include PCA [19], OC-SVM [40], SVDD87

[42], iForest [26], and KDE [7]. Most of them perform anomaly detection using hand-crafted simple88

functions. However, advancements in deep learning have made it easier to obtain richer and more89
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complex features of data, and thus many deep-learning-based anomaly detection studies have been90

conducted. The following three strategies are widely used deep-learning-based anomaly detection91

tequniques.92

Generative-model-based methods. Methods based on generative model begin with the assumption93

that the generative model trained only with normal data will fail to restore abnormal data. However,94

Sakurada and Yairi [37] and An and Cho [2] have demonstrated that a, simple autoencoder and95

variational autoencoder sufficiently restore abnormal data, thereby leading to the failure of anomaly96

detection. Therefore, various autoencoders for anomaly detection have been proposed that perform97

certain tasks, such as denoising [36] and inpainting [48]. Also, there are studies that [8, 23] used98

backpropagation to measure the distance from the manifold of the data. Many generative-model-based99

methods are inspired by GAN and adversarial training. Some previous studies assumed networks that100

learned normal distribution through adversarial training would not be able to restore abnormal data101

or classify them as fake data [39, 1]. Some studies have highlighted that autoencoders have good102

generalization capabilities and tried to design autoencoders that have limited resotraion capability by103

limiting the latent space through adversarial loss [30, 31], or by prototyping the latent space [14, 20].104

However, most generative-model-based methods suffer from the hyperparameter sensitivity problem105

because they have to find the optimal point that balances adversarial losses and other losses to obtain106

the best anomaly detection performance, which is impossible because of the absence of abnormal107

data.108

Deep one-class classification methods. Since anomaly detection cannot use abnormal data for109

training, it is difficult to design a classifier that distinguishes between normal data and abnormal data.110

Ruff et al. [35] proposed a deep learning solution called SVDD [42] that seeks to find the smallest111

hypersphere surrounding normal data. They used various constraints to prevent representation112

collapse due to the absence of abnormal data during the training process. Hu et al. [21] proposed113

a constraint called holistic regularization to prevent representation collapse. Some studies have114

artificially generated abnormal data for training one-class classifiers. Goyal et al. [16] obtained,115

artificial abnormal data through adversarial search, and Pourreza et al. [32] utilized data generated116

from immature generator as abnormal data. Methods based on deep one class classification suffer117

from the hyperparameter sensitivity problem as there are variables that significantly influence the118

performance of anomaly detection, such as the radius variable in Goyal et al. [16].119

Side-information-based methods. Self-supervised methods utilize prior knowledge of the dif-120

ferences between normal and abnormal data. For example, some studies [13, 18, 3, 41] focused on121

differences in terms of geometry. Golan and El-Yaniv [13] assumed that a network can learn the122

geometric features of normal data through a learning process that predicts the geometric transsforma-123

tions applied to normal data. They expected the that a trained transform classifier will fail to predict124

abnormal data with different geometric characteristics compared with normal data. Based on this125

study, a method to restore transformed data [11] and methods that combined geometric concept with126

constructive learning [6] were proposed [3, 41]. Other self-supervised methods augment normal127

data to create synthetic abnormal data and use them to train networks that can detect locally defect128

areas [45, 25, 47]. However, as mentioned in Goyal et al. [16], these methods rely heavily on prior129

knowledge. Some studies have attempted to perform anomaly detection using features obtained from130

pre-trained networks using external data. [4, 28, 38, 5, 33, 9]131

3 Multi-Level Masking and Restoration with Refinement132

The overall framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 3. In this section, we provide a133

detailed description of our method called Multi-Level Masking and Restoration with Refinement134

(MMRR). We describe the Multi-Level Masking and Restoration procedures that restrict the informa-135

tion in a given input, and finally the Refinement that further improves the restored image.136

3.1 Multi-Level Masking137

Masking is a process that restricts embedding e ∈ Rd, which is generated through embedding138

network(fE : Rd → Rd) as e = tanh(fE(x)), by using mask m. The masking process is139

ẽ = e⊙m+ ϵ⊙ (1−m), (1)
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Figure 1: Overall framework of MMRR. Given data x, the embedding network fE generates
embedding e. The embedding thus generated is limited through a mask m with a masking level
µm generated through the masking network fM , and using only such restricted embedding, the
restoration network fres performs the restoration of the original data x. Finally, the refinement
network fref complements the part not restored where restoration has inevitably failed due to the
intrinsic complexity, which allows MMRR to perform anomaly detection only with the intended
difference caused by masking and restoration.

where ⊙ is the Hadamard product, and ϵ is noise sampled from uniform random noise ϵ ∼ U(−1, 1)d.140

The output of the masking process, ẽ, is called restricted embedding.141

We masked e instead of directly masking x because the training process using only normal data will142

make fE generate e, which helps in restoration. Thus, using e will enable our proposed masking143

and restoration method to have a better discrimination ability. Noise ϵ is used because, without ϵ,144

irrespective how small m is, trivial solution that can easily restore data is generated because e is145

learnable. For the same reason, tanh was used to create e to prevent a trivial solution that makes146

restoration easier by making the value of e significantly different from the noise value.147

We can easily infer from Eq. 1 that if the value of m become smaller, the portion of embedding e in148

ẽ decreases and becomes noisy, and restoration becomes harder. For example, if all elements of m149

are 0, ẽ will resemble uniform noise U(−1, 1)d, and restoration will be impossible. Therefore, we150

consider that the average value of m can represent the difficulty of restoration from ẽ and define it as151

a masking level µm = 1
d

∑d
i=1 mi, where mi refers to i-th element of m and µm ∈ [0, 1].152

The restricted embedding ẽ ∈ Rd should meet two conditions for masking and restoration to detect153

anomalies: normal data should be successfullt restore and abnormal data should not be restored. To154

accomplish the goal, we need to find m with a µm that can best differentiate normal and abnormal data155

in terms of restoration. However, we cannot find an optimal masking level µm that best distinguishes156

abnormal data from normal data. This is because abnormal data cannot be used in the training process157

owingto the nature of the field of anomaly detection.158

Therefore, we decided to ensemble the ability to distinguish at multiple masking levels µm, which are159

uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. For example, if we use L levels of masking for the ensemble,160

µm ∈ {0, 1
L−1 ,

2
L−1 , ..., 1} will be used.161

Our novel mask generation method made it possible to manually adjust the µm of m for multilevel162

ensemble. Furthermore, the novel mask generation made m learnable such that it is generated in a163

direction that is most useful for restoration from the corresponding µm, which improves the ability to164

distinguish between normal data and abnormal data.165

Mask generation method. We propose a novel mask generation method that can generate a mask166

m with masking level µm by m = σ(fM (x) + b), where fM : Rd → Rd is the masking network.167

The goal of our mask generation method is to find the appropriate bias b ∈ R that makes the average168

value of the mask to a predefined µm as follows: 1
d

∑d
i=1 σ(fM (x)i + b) = µm, where µm is on169

interval [0, 1] because m ∈ [0, 1]d. As sigmoid σ is a monotonically increasing function, we can use170

the root-finding method (in our case, the bisection method) to find bias b that satisfies the condition,171
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which allows us to successfully generate mask m with masking level µm. While the root finding172

method is non-differential, the gradient to the output of fM was obtained under the assumption that173

the bias satisfying the condition was well found, which is as follows:174

∂L
∂fM (x)i

=
∑
∀j

∂L
∂mj

mj(1−mj)

(
δ(i, j)− mi(1−mi)∑

∀k mk(1−mk)

)
, δ(i, j) =

{
1, if i = j

0, otherwise
.

(2)

3.2 Restoration175

Restoration refers to the process in which restricted embedding ẽ is restored to original data x via the176

restoration network(fres: Rd → Rd), where the restoration output is x̂ = tanh(fres(ẽ)). Owing to177

the mask generation method, not only fres but also fE and fM can be trained with only the simple178

restoration loss, which is formulated as:179

Lres =
1

d

d∑
i=1

(xi − x̂i)
2 (3)

fres, which is trained using a training dataset consisting of only normal data, learns how to restore180

normal data from ẽ. In such a training process, fres will learn salient features for normal distribution181

p+. The features for normal distribution p+ obtained in this way will allow fres to restore normal182

data efficiently even when the masking level µm is small.183

While fres has been able to successfully restore normal data as mentioned above, this way of184

restoration will fail for abnormal data. The reason is, fres has no choice but to generate an output that185

resembles normal data because fres will also apply learned features for p+ even when restoration is186

performed from ẽ of abnormal data. This failure to restore abnormal data will allow the masking and187

restoration method to detect anomalies through the restoration loss.188

3.3 Refinement189

Our masking and restoration method resolves the hyperparameter sensitivity problem by ensembling190

the anomaly detection performance at multiple masking levels µm ∈ {0, 1
L−1 ,

2
L−1 , ..., 1}. However,191

comparing the degree of restoration at the same µm without considering the characteristics of the192

data causes another problem. This is because the degree of restoration is intrinsically different even if193

it is restored from the same µm because different x have different complexities.194

Let us assume that the restoration loss obtained from masking and restoration is composed of two195

losses. The first loss is caused by the inevitable restoration failure due to the intrinsic complexity of196

x, which is denoted as intrinsic loss. The second loss occurs when abnormal data are restored like197

normal data owing to masking and restoration, which is denoted as abnormality loss. We originally198

intended to perform anomaly detection based on this abnormality loss.199

This problem occurs when the abnormal sample is relatively simple compared with the normal sample.200

In this case, the sum of the intrinsic loss and the abnormality loss of the abnormal sample can be201

smaller than the intrinsic loss of the normal sample, which leads to the anomaly detection failure of202

the masking and restoration method.203

To address this problem, the refinement method aims to eliminate the intrinsic loss that inevitably204

occurs due to intrinsic complexity difference so that anomaly detection can be performed only with205

the abnormality loss caused by masking and restoration process. For this, the refinement network206

fref : Rd × Rd × Rd × Rd → Rd predicts x− d that have not yet been restored at a particular µm as207

follows: r = fref(x, e,m, ϵ). fref is trained with refinement loss formulated as:208

Lref =
1

d

d∑
i=1

(xi − (x̂i + ri))
2 (4)

3.4 Training and Evaluation209

Training. Our method consists of a two-step training process. The first phase is a training process210

for masking and restoration. During this phase, the masking level µm is uniformly sampled, where211
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µm ∼ U(0, 1). The embedding network fE , masking network fM , restoration network fres are trained212

only with restoration loss. Furthermore, we selected the model with the smallest restoration loss for213

the validation data. The second phase is a training process for refinement. To this end, networks that214

have been trained in the first phase are used with fixed weights. µm is sampled from U(0, 1) as in215

first phase. The refinement network fref is trained with only the refinement loss. Furthermore, we216

selected the model with the smallest refinement loss for the validation data.217

Evaluation. For evaluation, we must first determine the number of µm required. If we decide to218

use L masking levels, we must use {0, 1
L−1 ,

2
L−1 , ..., 1} masking levels that are distributed evenly at219

1/(L−1) intervals for evaluation. Finally, we perform anomaly detection by summing the refinement220

loss at all masking levels for ensemble.221

4 Experiment222

4.1 Experimental Settings223

To validate the proposed anomaly detection method, MMRR using multi-class datasets (MNIST [24],224

FMNIST [44], CIFAR10 [22]), which is not designated for anomaly detection, we used the one-vs-all225

strategy. The one-vs-all strategy selects one normal class 1 ≤ c ≤ C among C different classes.226

For training, we only used the training set belonging to class c. For testing, the normality score227

was calculated for all the data in the test set, the extent to which normal data and abnormal data are228

distinguished in terms of the normality score was measured using the area under receiver operating229

curve (AUROC). This process was repeated for all classes C to evaluate the anomaly detection model.230

On the other hand, in the case of the MVTecAD dataset, for each class c, the train dataset consisting231

of only normal data and the test dataset mixed with abnormal data are already prepared. Therefore,232

we trained using only the train data as a given material, and used the test dataset in the test process.233

Implementation details. All proposed networks were implemented using the U-Net[34] based on234

the wide residual[46] blocks proposed for wide residual networks. We used group normalization for235

all blocks. For 32x32 datasets, we used four feature map resolutions(32x32 to 4x4). For 256x256236

datasets, we used five feature map resolutions(256x256 to 16x16). We used two wide residual blocks237

that consisted of convolutions with 128 output channels for each feature map resolution. RAdam[27]238

was used as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001. Batch size was set as 64 and 4 for the 32x32239

and 256x256 datasets, respectively. The learning was decayed by a factor 0.5 if the validation loss240

did not decrease for 500 epochs. We split the normal training set into training and validation sets241

using a 95:5 ratio, and used the validation set to select the model with smallest validation loss.242

4.2 Datasets and Results243

Baseline Methods. For anomaly detection in multi-class datasets, we compared MMRR with244

classical approaches such as: OC-SVM [40], and KDE [29]; generative-model-based approaches such245

as: AnoGAN [39], OCGAN [30], γ − V AEg [10] and CAVGAu [43]; deep one-class classification246

approaches such as: DSVDD [35], and DROCC [16]. For anomaly detection on MVTecAD dataset,247

we compared our MMRR with vanilla autoencoder AE, AE with skip connectins AE+skip, variational248

autoencoder VAE, Ganomaly[1], MemAE [14], CAVGAu, and DAAD [20].249

• MNIST includes a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 examples. The data are250

28x28 handwritten digits(0-9). For simplicity they were resized to 32x32. It was used for training251

without any augmentations except resizing. Our MMRR model achieved averaged AUROC of252

0.967, which is slightly lower compared to SOTA methods. The reason our model has slightly poor253

performance on the MNIST dataset is that the data have a very easy distribution, so reconstruction254

occurs well enough even at a very low masking level µm. For example, in Figure 3, we can see that255

the digit 0 is restored well enough even if µm is 0.01. As such, if there is already a sample that can256

be restored well in the masking and restoration stage of very low µm, it can be seen that refinement257

has a limit in solving this problem.258

• FMNIST consists of a training set of 60,000 examples, and test set of 10,000 examples, full of 10259

different types of fashion items. For simplicity they were resized to 32x32. It was used for training260

without any augmentations except resizing. MMRR greatly beats the existing SOTA performance261

of 0.885 AUROC of CAVGA.262
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• CIFAR10 consists of 60000 32x32 color images in 10 classes, with 6000 images per class. There are263

50000 training and 10000 test images. The dataset was used for training without any augmentations.264

As shown in Table 5, our method achieved an average AUROC performance of 0.737 on the265

CIFAR10 dataset, which is comparable to that of other SOTA methods: 0.742 for DROCC and266

0.737 for CAVGA. Moreover, the performance obtained by our method is meaningful because it is267

obtained without experiencing hyperparameter sensitivity problem unlike other SOTA methods.268

• MVTecAD is a dataset for benchmarking anomaly detection methods with a focus on industrial269

inspection. It contains over 5000 high-resolution images divided into 15 different object and270

texture categories. Each category comprises a set of defect-free training images and a test set271

of images with a variety of defects as well as images without defects. We resized all the data272

to 256x256. We performed two tasks on the MVTecAD dataset, image-level anomaly detection273

and pixel-level anomaly localization. Experimental results on MVTecAD dataset can be seen in274

Table 7. MMRR achieved average 0.865 AUROC for pixel-level anomaly detection and 0.844275

AUROC for image-level anomaly detection, which is close to SOTA methods. We found that276

among the test defect-free data in the screw class, there were samples with a different distribution277

in terms of brightness compared to the train defect-free data. Therefore, we trained MMRR by278

applying brightness augmentation to the train data, and a result of 0.95 AUROC was obtained in the279

image-wise anomaly detection. However, we did not report the performance because we assumed280

that we do not know the distribution of the test data.281
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Figure 2: Illustration of AUROC with re-
spects to the number of Masking-Level (µm)
used for MMRR on CIFAR10 dataset.

Hyperparameter sensitivity. As we mentioned earlier,282

most of the generative model based methods and deep-one283

class classification based methods have hyperparameter284

sensitivity problem. For example, DROCC [16] showed285

how sensitively the performance changes according to the286

radius value, which is a hyperparameter that they used to287

obtain negative samples. Anomaly detection performace288

of DROCC in CIFAR10 dataset fluctuates between 0.7-0.8289

for airplane, 0.5-0.7 for deer, and 0.7-0.8 for trucks in290

terms of AUROC depending on the radius value. There-291

fore, they carefully searched for the radius value to obtain292

optimal anomaly detection performance. In addition to293

this, Akçay et al. [1] showed that the performance of their294

proposed model is sensitively changed according to the295

values of three hyperparameters that balance their losses296

in the CIFAR10 dataset. Also, Hou et al. [20] showed that297

the anomaly detection performance in MVTecAD dataset fluctuates between 0.716-0.821 based on298

the value of division rate(rh&rw) that determines the size of the query.299

However, MMRR uses only one loss for each training phase. And we provide a clear criterion for300

model design: selecting the model with the lowest loss on validation data. Furthermore, we show301

how the performance of MMRR changes according to the only hyperparameter that significantly302

affects our performance in the Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, It can be seen that the performance of anomaly303

detection improves as the number of masking levels used for evaluation increases.304

GEOM MMRR w/o ref. MMRR

w/o aug. 0.86 0.676 0.737
w/ aug. 0.691 0.682 0.7

Table 1: Comparing AUROC against GEOM[13] on
CIFAR10 dataset with training data augmentations
(rotation ±30◦ and flips).

Prior knowledge. It has been shown in Goyal305

et al. [16] that the side-information based meth-306

ods mentioned in Section 2 relies heavily on the307

prior knowledge they used. To prove this, they308

applied flips and small rotations of angle ±30◦309

to CIFAR10 data during training. As can be seen310

in Table 1 there was a large decline in the perfor-311

mance(0.86 to 0.691) of the Golan and El-Yaniv312

[13] that used prior knowledge. On the other hand, MMRR w/o refine showed rather good perfor-313

mance (0.676 to 0.682), and MMRR showed 0.037 lower performance (0.737 to 0.7).314

4.3 Ablation Study315
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MNIST OC-SVM KDE AnoGAN DSVDD OC-GAN CAVGA MMRR w/o ref. MMRR
0 0.988 0.885 0.966 0.98 0.998 0.994 0.9857 0.9941
1 0.999 0.996 0.992 0.997 0.999 0.997 0.999 0.9982
2 0.902 0.71 0.85 0.917 0.942 0.989 0.8981 0.94
3 0.95 0.693 0.887 0.919 0.963 0.983 0.9246 0.955
4 0.955 0.844 0.894 0.949 0.975 0.977 0.9309 0.9352
5 0.968 0.776 0.883 0.885 0.98 0.968 0.9173 0.971
6 0.978 0.861 0.947 0.983 0.991 0.988 0.9765 0.989
7 0.965 0.884 0.935 0.946 0.981 0.986 0.9539 0.966
8 0.853 0.669 0.849 0.939 0.939 0.988 0.906 0.945
9 0.955 0.825 0.924 0.965 0.981 0.991 0.9511 0.98

Table 5: Image-level AUROC for one-vs-all anomaly detection on MNIST.

w/o ref. w/ ref.

w/o emb. e 0.642 0.6449
w/ emb. e 0.676 0.737

Table 2: AUROC performance of
MMRR w/o and w/ embedding net-
work on CIFAR10.

Embedding. To prove the effectiveness of using embedding e,316

we directly masked the data x. As can be seen from the table, we317

got an average AUROC of 0.6449 in the CIFAR10 dataset when e318

was not used. And 0.6449 AUROC is far lower than 0.737 AUROC,319

which is the performance obtained when e is used. Through these320

results, it can be seen that fE learned a salient features for normal321

data in the training process of generating e, which is most helpful322

for restoration even though it is restricted by masking. And the323

embedding e generated from fE can be seen to have a positive effect on the anomaly detection324

performance by widening the restoration gap between normal data and abnormal data.325

(a) From left to right, data, constant mask,
bernoulli mask, our mask

Constant Bernoulli Ours

w/o ref. 0.619 0.612 0.676

w/ ref. 0.674 0.648 0.737

Table 3: AUROC according to mask genera-
tion method on CIFAR10

Mask generation method. We proved the effective-326

ness of our learnable mask by comparing it with other327

simple masks which are unable to learn. The first mask328

is a mask in which all elements have the same constant329

value µm, and we will call it a constant mask. The330

second mask to be compared is a mask generated by331

bernoulli sampling with a probability of µm. When we332

used the constant mask, we got an AUROC performance333

of 0.667, and when we used the bernoulli mask, we got334

0.6478. These are lower performances when compared335

to 0.737 obtained by our mask generation method. From336

the experimental results, it can be seen that the use of337

a our multi-level mask that can learn to leave informa-338

tion which is most helpful for restoration at a specific339

masking level during the masking process also helps anomaly detection.340

MNIST FMNIST CIFAR10 MVTecAD

w/o ref. 0.944 0.928 0.676 0.825 / 0.861
w/ ref. 0.967 0.93 0.737 0.840 / 0.865

Table 4: AUROC w/o and w/ refinement module on MNIST,
FMNIST, CIFAR10, and MVTecAD. Image-wise / Pixel-wise
AUROC performance was reported on MVTecAD.

Refinement. As can be seen from341

the Table 4, there is a big difference342

between MMRR with refinement and343

MMRR without refinement. In the case344

of MNIST dataset, average auroc im-345

proved by 0.033 from 0.944 to 0.967.346

And for CIFAR10 dataset, average au-347

roc improved by 0.067 from 0.68 to348

0.747. Experimental results show another interesting phenomenon besides performance improve-349

ment. For example, data that has already had good anomaly detection performance in MMRR w/o350

refinement, such as data beloning to airplane, deer, ship classes, does not improve significantly when351

refinement is applied as can be seen in Table 5. However, the data that performed poorly in the352

MMRR w/o refinement, such as data belonging to automobile, truck, showed a remarkably large353

performance improvement. These results show that the intrinsic complexity difference between354

classes is well resolved through the refinement as intended. However, as MVTecAD dataset is the355

data proposed to detect local defect areas, the difference in intrinsic complexity between normal356

data and abnormal data is not large. Therefore, as can be seen from the Table 4, the performance357

improvement due to refinement was insignificant.358
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CIFAR10 OC-SVM KDE AnoGAN DSVDD OC-GAN γ-VAE CAVGA DROCC MMRR w/o ref MMRR
Airplane 0.63 0.658 0.671 0.617 0.757 0.702 0.653 0.817 0.7778 0.7965
Automobile 0.44 0.52 0.547 0.659 0.531 0.663 0.784 0.767 0.6065 0.7377
Bird 0.649 0.657 0.529 0.508 0.64 0.68 0.761 0.667 0.6926 0.7024
Cat 0.487 0.497 0.545 0.591 0.62 0.713 0.747 0.671 0.6076 0.6595
Deer 0.735 0.727 0.651 0.609 0.723 0.77 0.775 0.736 0.7638 0.7817
Dog 0.5 0.496 0.603 0.657 0.62 0.689 0.552 0.744 0.6143 0.6739
Frog 0.725 0.758 0.585 0.677 0.723 0.805 0.813 0.744 0.6966 0.7641
Horse 0.533 0.564 0.625 0.673 0.575 0.588 0.745 0.714 0.626 0.7037
Ship 0.649 0.68 0.758 0.759 0.82 0.813 0.801 0.800 0.7878 0.8181
Truck 0.508 0.54 0.665 0.731 0.554 0.744 0.741 0.762 0.6229 0.7325

Table 6: Image-level AUROC for one-vs-all anomaly detection on CIFAR10.

Method
Class

carpet grid leather tile wood bottle cable capsule hazelnut metalnut pill screw toothbrush transistor zipper

Pi
xe

l-
le

ve
l AE 0.539 0.96 0.751 0.476 0.63 0.909 0.732 0.786 0.976 0.88 0.885 0.979 0.971 0.906 0.68

VAE 0.58 0.888 0.834 0.465 0.695 0.902 0.828 0.862 0.977 0.881 0.888 0.958 0.971 0.894 0.814
γ − VAEg 0.727 0.979 0.897 0.581 0.809 0.931 0.88 0.917 0.988 0.914 0.935 0.972 0.983 0.931 0.871

MMRR w/o ref. 0.6733 0.8529 0.8599 0.7851 0.7911 0.8878 0.9117 0.898 0.8555 0.8648 0.9335 0.9074 0.9506 0.8865 0.8526
MMRR 0.6561 0.8477 0.8405 0.7916 0.7858 0.889 0.8841 0.9179 0.9414 0.8197 0.9209 0.8924 0.9486 0.9038 0.8779

Im
ag

e-
le

ve
l

Ganomaly 0.699 0.708 0.842 0.794 0.834 0.892 0.757 0.732 0.785 0.7 0.743 0.746 0.653 0.792 0.745
AE 0.411 0.841 0.615 0.696 0.961 0.955 0.688 0.819 0.884 0.565 0.882 0.956 0.977 0.776 0.878
MemAE 0.454 0.946 0.611 0.63 0.967 0.954 0.694 0.831 0.891 0.537 0.883 0.992 0.972 0.793 0.871
AE+skip 0.385 0.879 0.57 0.986 0.977 0.713 0.579 0.747 0.828 0.336 0.853 1 0.742 0.749 0.696
DAAD 0.671 0.975 0.628 0.825 0.957 0.975 0.72 0.866 0.893 0.552 0.898 1 0.989 0.814 0.906
DAAD+ 0.866 0.957 0.862 0.882 0.982 0.976 0.844 0.767 0.921 0.758 0.9 0.987 0.992 0.876 0.859

MMRR w/o ref. 0.4166 0.981 0.8005 0.9015 0.9842 0.9458 0.8277 0.738 0.9157 0.7085 0.8862 0.5288 0.9816 0.8897 0.8629
MMRR 0.496 0.9908 0.7993 0.7652 0.9316 0.9595 0.8639 0.7535 0.9107 0.8162 0.8775 0.66 0.9798 0.9162 0.8703

Table 7: Pixel-level and Image-level anomaly detection on MVTecAD dataset.

Figure 3: Qualitative results for normal and abnormal samples.

5 Conclusion359

We proposed Multi-Level Masking and Restoration with Refinement (MMRR), which started from the360

motivation to perform anomaly detection through a series of processes of information limitation and361

restoration. The most noteworthy point of this study is that it presented the hyperparameter sensitivity362

problem for the first time, a problem that had been overlooked in existing anomaly detection studies.363

MMRR solved the hyperparameter sensitivity problem through ensemble at multiple masking levels364

with novel mask generation method. To empirically demonstrate the robustness to hyperparameter365

and prior knowledge-free properties of MMRR, we compared the performance as varying the number366

of masking level and augmentations. Additionally, we solved the problem of not considering the367

intrinsic complexity of data owing to the novel mask generation method through the refinement368

module, and achieved comparable performance on MNIST, FMNIST, CIFAR10, and MVTecAD369

datasets. However, since we have to forward several times for ensemble in multi-level masking, it370

has the disadvantage of being computationally expensive. We will go further here and try to find a371

lightweight anomaly detection method without suffering from hyperparameter sensitivity problems.372
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